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Fall Burns Underway - by Fred Wooley
On November 9, Blue Heron Ministries
conducted the first of what could be up
to a half-dozen prescribed fires this fall.
The fall burn season is much smaller
than the spring season. Conditions for
burning are just not presented long
enough to provide for as many
prescribed fires in the fall. 

That’s fine. There is a lot to be said for
viewing and enjoying during the fall,
winter, and early spring, the
“structure” of this year’s growing
season. The texture of plants and the
colors of brown, bronze, gold, and gray
and everything in between, provides a
beautiful painting of nature in the
non-growing season. Overwintering
prairies, woodlands, and wetlands also
provide room and board for wildlife. 

That said, nature has historically and
prehistorically provided fire to the
landscape of some natural areas,
year-round. Native plants prepare for
this, some count on it, and the native,
natural communities benefit from it.

Fall fires are done with the same special thought and consideration as spring fires. We
make every effort to keep stress of wildlife to a minimum. Those that are displaced
temporarily with this fall’s burn will find an improved environment next year. 

Back to this year’s first fall burn. A crew
of six spent the afternoon of November
9 at Badger Barrens in far northeast
Steuben County. The dry prairie, as the
barrens name implies, is coming on
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nicely as the community becomes
reestablished. So nicely, native species
are spreading into nearby fallow ground
not under BHM management. 

The burn went safely, as planned, which
is always the main goal! Our
management objectives were also met.
The overall improvement to the natural community will be witnessed in time… more
growing seasons, more care, more observation and enjoyment of the native plants and
animals that call Badger Barrens home.

“The Lord Giveth…” Those who Plant Trees… - By Fred Wooley
In Aldo Leopold’s chapter on November in A Sand County Almanac, he writes: “The Lord
giveth, and the Lord taketh away, but He is no longer the only one to do so. When some
remote ancestor of ours invented the shovel, he became a giver: he could plant a tree.
And when the axe was invented, he became a taker: he could chop it down. Whoever
owns land has thus assumed, whether he knows it or not, the divine functions of creating
and destroying plants.” 

For parts of three days in early November, the
crew of Blue Heron Ministries became givers. We
planted trees. The project took us to Dallas Lake
Park of the LaGrange County Park system. This
property, relatively new to LaGrange County
Parks, is already a gem with a beautiful glacial
lake surrounded by woodlands and wetlands. Now
to complete the display of native, natural
communities, an adjoining field, previously
agricultural, is being returned to the even more
previous upland prairie and open, oak forest. 

Yes, the effort of being givers transcended three
days for a crew of five to six workers. We planted
106 trees and 15 shrubs. The trees were five
species of oak and the shrubs were all hazelnut.
These were not bare root stock, but good size
trees and shrubs in assorted three, five, seven
and 15-gallon containers. Fortunately for the
bigger trees we had the use of a skid-loader
equipped with a 30-inch auger to drill the holes.
Unfortunately, BHM employee and equipment
operator, Phillip Bieberich, spent as much time huddled over the machine’s engine and
accessories, attending to faulty belts and overheating components, than he did drilling
holes! Still, the equipment’s help was huge and any remaining holes were dug by hand in
relatively sandy and soft loamy soils. The glaciers did us a favor, by piling stones and
large chunks of glacial till elsewhere. 

We dug holes, stuck in trees, refilled around root masses, added fertilizer pellets
resembling huge sweet-tarts, watered thoroughly, and covered with mulching mats to
combat weed competition. It was a lot of work, made easy by beautiful sunny, 70-degree
days and the constant encouragement of BHM John Brittenham, “… one tree at a time…”
It almost was not work, having the big task divided into so many smaller tasks, as we
worked and watered, matted and mulched, leaping-frogging each other from one tree to
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another. Ben Aberle, coming off a stretch of cutting, mowing, and herbiciding plants,
commented on how nice it was to be creating plants than taking them out! The being
givers rather than takers just suited us all quite nicely for those three beautiful days! 

Anyone prone to praying would find this work fulfilling, as much time is spent on the
knees. On knees to level the bottoms of holes, on knees to spread in soil, on knees to
carefully apply fertilizer pellets, on knees to secure the mulch mats, and on knees to pray
that Phillip gets the big auger working. 

As we worked, occasional
hikers would pass by,
checking out the freshly
constructed limestone
pathway to the wetlands.
We smiled and commented
how they will get to watch
the progress of growth, as
the trees mature and the
oak openings take shape
with further plantings of
prairie and management by
prescribed fire. Worker
Cheri Knoblauch and I
smiled, commenting how we
may return, maybe to plant
prairie, maybe to burn, or

maybe, way into the future, just to enjoy as everyone else. It takes a while for oaks to
take hold, but when they do, off they go! We may be back to see and marvel at them in
the process, knowing how big they will get! 

An old friend of mine, now gone, lived not far from Dallas Lake Park. Roger Woodcock
was in the Civilian Conservation Corps, in the U.S. Army during WW II, and worked on
the railroad, but it was his work with trees, shrubs, all plants, that brought him as much
satisfaction as anything. At the bottom of his homemade stationery, with a drawing of a
tree up the left side and over the top, he had in quotation marks, “Blessed is he who
plants a tree, knowing he will never sit in its shade.” 

We felt blessed those three days of working. We hope everyone does who visits the park
in the future, whether you pause in the shade or pass by on the way to the lake.

One Growing Season - by Benjamin Aberle
Alone and quietly rubbing prairie seed through a screen the other day, I began to reflect
upon the end of my first growing season with Blue Heron Ministries.  The dry prairie dock
seeds separated easily from their brown, withered flower heads and fell through the

screen into the bin below.  I could
remember collecting them in green
summer days not so long ago:
crunching the big black sandpaper
leaves with my feet, pushing myself
through the formidable prairie forbs
of late summer to reach them, and
cutting them carefully from stems
growing through an electric fence. 
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Each species that I clean allows me
to recall a vivid series of memories
from the past season… The feeling of
adventure and curiosity that I had
whenever exploring a new place…
Shared laughter with the field crew
while working long hours under the

hot summer sun...The stunning sights of lakes country: a parade of color in the marl flats
of Duff Lake, giant oaks like sentinels on the banks of the Fawn River, an aster blue
beacon amid the rusty sea of little bluestem at Hampshire Barrens...  Meeting a plant for
the first time, learning its name, and getting to know it as I returned to it throughout the
season. 

In many ways, this was my first season in the wild.  I joined Blue Heron Ministries in June
and before then worked mostly indoors.  I’ve always enjoyed nature but wasn’t immersed
in it until now.  Sadly, next year may be one of diminishing returns.  Fewer plants,
people, and places will be new to me.  However, I eagerly anticipate the next growing
season and its nuances.  I hope to reach greater depths with this season’s new but now
old friends.  It is not yet Christmas, but here I yearn, engulfed in a cloud of chaff dust
and reverie, for Spring and a season to grow again.

Upcoming Events

Seed Scatter and Stomp - Saturday, December 5th
Some of the native seed that was collected
earlier this year will bring new life to an
area being restored to prairie. This is a
wonderful time to participate in the
restoration process. It is also a time of fun
and fellowship.  

We will meet at 1PM on December 5th at
the Presbyterian Chapel of the Lakes (2955
W. Orland Rd), and travel to the prairie
site.  

2016 Stewardship Network Conference 
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The Blue Heron Ministries crew will once again attend the Stewardship Network's
conference at Kellogg Center in East Lansing, MI, on January 15th & 16th, 2016. Take
this opportunity to join us and discover new ideas and techniques, network with
professionals and volunteers in your field of interest, and gain a deeper understanding
and appreciation of how to care for our land and water.

Presenters will speak on a wide variety of stewardship issues, including: 

Global Biodiversity 
Water Quality 
Watershed Conservation 
Species of Concern 
Game Species 
Environmental Justice 
Native Pollinators 
Invasive Species Control 
Agriculture in Restoration 
Environmental Education 
Use of GIS and Spatial data

You can find more information and register at:
https://www.stewardshipnetwork.org/2016-stewardship-network-conference

Mission Statement
The mission of Blue Heron Ministries, Inc. is to build communities where creation is kept and to keep
creation so that community may be restored.

Blue Heron Ministries, Inc. is a nonprofit organization and a ministry of the Presbyterian Chapel of the
Lakes, a 501(c)(3) organization. 

Because the Presbyterian Chapel of the Lakes is located in the heart of lake country, environmental
stewardship, education, and advocacy is a significant part of our Christian witness.  Acting upon our faith
that relationships may be restored and experience substantial healing in an imperfect world, we offer the
following four initiatives as tools of reconciliation:

Land Trust • Conservation Design • Education • Natural Lands Restoration
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